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Description

I have at least one
child enrolled in

Crow-Applegate-Lorane
Schools.

I am currently
enrolled as a student

in the
Crow-Applegate-Lorane

School District.

I am not currently
enrolled, nor do I

have a child enrolled
in the C-A-L School

District.
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Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

Field Choice Count

I have at least one child enrolled in Crow-Applegate-Lorane Schools. 31.07% 64

I am not currently enrolled, nor do I have a child enrolled in the C-A-L School District. 20.39% 42

I am currently enrolled as a student in the Crow-Applegate-Lorane School District. 48.54% 100

206



Parent - Grade Levels

Pre-K

KG

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Field
Choice
Count

Pre-K 2.02% 2

KG 9.09% 9

1st 9.09% 9

2nd 10.10% 10

3rd 9.09% 9



Showing rows 1 - 15 of 15

Field
Choice
Count

4th 5.05% 5

5th 13.13% 13

6th 5.05% 5

7th 4.04% 4

8th 9.09% 9

9th 4.04% 4

10th 12.12% 12

11th 3.03% 3

12th 5.05% 5

99



Parent Responses

C-A-L Schools are safe and welcoming.

34%
Agree

66%
Strongly Agree

School Staff in C-A-L schools believe that my child will succeed in school.

39%
Agree

57%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L Schools meet my child’s behavioral/social/emotional needs.

52%
Agree

38%
Strongly Agree



C-A-L Schools meet my child’s learning needs.

23%
Disagree

46%
Agree

30%
Strongly Agree

The C-A-L School District provides an appropriate/challenging curriculum.

23%
Disagree

52%
Agree

25%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L Schools are fair when exercising student discipline.

70%
Agree

16%
Strongly Agree



C-A-L Schools give every student a fair chance to participate.

55%
Agree

38%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L Schools help my child recover from setbacks and struggles.

16%
Disagree

54%
Agree

29%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L School staff responds to my questions in an appropriate and timely manner.

39%
Agree

48%
Strongly Agree



The C-A-L School District communicates effectively with parents.

21%
Disagree

45%
Agree

32%
Strongly Agree



Students - Grade Level
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Student Responses

My school is safe and welcoming.

58%
Agree

40%
Strongly Agree

School staff believe that I will succeed in school.

71%
Agree

23%
Strongly Agree

My school meets my behavioral/social/emotional needs.

16%
Disagree

58%
Agree

22%
Strongly Agree



My school meets my learning needs.

64%
Agree

20%
Strongly Agree

My school provides an appropriate/challenging curriculum.

63%
Agree

22%
Strongly Agree

Discipline at my school is fair.

29%
Disagree

47%
Agree



My school gives me a fair chance to participate.

64%
Agree

29%
Strongly Agree

My school helps me recover from setbacks and struggles.

17%
Disagree

61%
Agree

School staff responds to my questions in an appropriate and timely manner.

23%
Disagree

57%
Agree

16%
Strongly Agree



The school communicates effectively with parents and students.

17%
Disagree

58%
Agree

23%
Strongly Agree



Community Member - Description

I previously
attended, or had

children attend
school in the C-A-L

School District.

I am (or was
previously) employed

by the
Crow-Applegate-Lorane

School District.

I am a resident
within the boundaries

of the
Crow-Applegate-Lorane

School District.

I am a former
resident of the

Crow-Applegate-Lorane
School District.

I have never been a
resident within the
boundaries of the

Crow-Applegate-Lorane
School District.
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Showing rows 1 - 6 of 6

Field
Choice
Count

I previously attended, or had children attend school in the C-A-L School District. 48.48% 32

I have never been a resident within the boundaries of the Crow-Applegate-Lorane School District. 1.52% 1

I am (or was previously) employed by the Crow-Applegate-Lorane School District. 16.67% 11

I am a resident within the boundaries of the Crow-Applegate-Lorane School District. 21.21% 14

I am a former resident of the Crow-Applegate-Lorane School District. 12.12% 8

66



Community Responses

C-A-L schools are safe and welcoming.

34%
Agree

63%
Strongly Agree

School staff believe that students can succeed in school.

50%
Agree

47%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L schools meet the behavioral/social/emotional needs of students.

29%
Disagree

52%
Agree

16%
Strongly Agree



The learning needs of students are met by C-A-L Schools.

19%
Disagree

58%
Agree

19%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L Schools provide an appropriate/challenging curriculum.

43%
Disagree

43%
Agree

C-A-L Schools are fair when exercising student discipline.

26%
Disagree

48%
Agree

19%
Strongly Agree



C-A-L Schools gives every student a fair chance to participate.

53%
Agree

38%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L Schools help children recover from setbacks and struggles.

22%
Disagree

41%
Agree

37%
Strongly Agree

C-A-L School staff responds to my questions in an appropriate and timely manner.

27%
Disagree

27%
Agree

42%
Strongly Agree



The school district communicates effectively with community members.

32%
Disagree

35%
Agree

29%
Strongly Agree



The top 3 challenges currently facing the Crow-Applegate-Lorane School District are:

Academic
Achievement

Access to
Appropriate
Curriculum

Class Sizes

Graduation Rates

Student Attendance

Student Discipline
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Showing rows 1 - 7 of 7

Field Choice Count

Student Discipline 16.23% 80

Student Attendance 22.72% 112

Graduation Rates 8.92% 44

Class Sizes 10.55% 52

Access to Appropriate Curriculum 19.47% 96

Academic Achievement 22.11% 109

493



Attendance

Regular school attendance is essential for learning and achievement.

43%
Agree

43%
Strongly Agree

District-sponsored field trips, assemblies, and early release days reduce the effectiveness of classroom
instruction.

29%
Strongly Disagree

44%
Disagree

22%
Agree



Comments

Comments

boooooooiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii22

hi

The breaks every so often are nice for the brain

Don't get rid of field trips because some kids are lazy please

I think dicipline at this school is a joke. Ive seen multiple offenders get off with the same as one time offenders
because their parents complained and thats unfair. Other than that Cows decent.

oof

It all depends on whether they want to learn or not. If you’re going to take away field trips that will make us stuck in
there tiresome rooms. Getting out to learn is better than staying put all year around.

Early release days reduce the effectiveness of classroom instruction; however, field trips and assemblies enhance
instruction -- when planned to enhance instruction. District sponsored swim lessons to a Eugene pool could save
lives. Or cause a child to help their parent learn. What about expanded partnerships (LCC/UO?) to help all grades.
What about work study students helping in a classes (50% funding as opposed to full, problem is academic year
differences -- late Sept start). What about LCC Dental clinic partnership? DARE? I also think about the severe food
insecurity that faces many of our students. I realize there are Community programs, and I don't know how a family
that lives in the country could afford to drive to Eugene for a soup kitchen. Not to mention the prices at Ray's
cannot buy much. I know there are food boxes, but can we help fill more gaps somehow (sack lunch or two for
weekends?). I wonder about opportunities for computer programming. Expanded partnerships with the Oregon
Country Fair Association for half days in lieu of losing instruction. Possible expansion of the half day of art
program? What partnership with Fern Ridge, LCC/UO, or Eugene library? Relief nursery, weekly food bank, mental
health, healthcare. Probably more.

CHS should be left as a country school and we should bl alowed to be free...

I personally think that I can learn at home after I have been assigned an assignment. When I have to wake up at 7
am after working a 6-hour closing shift at work it makes it hard for me to engage in classroom activities because
I'm exhausted.

N/A



Comments

In some Classes a part of your grade is Attendance, they should change this to Participation.

less seat time lets werk with our hands lern somthing out side of a book

The assemblies and field trips help with the attendance because students come to school on the field trips and on
the "fun days".

We need more cdc's

early release days give teachers more time to grade

i hate this school more than who ever is reading this can comprehend

With my honest opinion, Crow isn't crow anymore because it's slowly turning into Elmira

Teacher using home access need to keep grades updated. If a project is put in the system and then grades for the
project/assignment/test are not entered there is no way to track your students grade. It is very difficult with only
having one option for teachers for subjects. There are times when a conflict arises or a teacher is not up to par that
other options would be nice. Not enough computer teaching. Like programming and such. We need more STEM
access.

half days are difficult for families. Field trips are about enriching and are wonderful.

School assemblies are a must, usually lasting no longer than 30 minuets so I do not agree that this takes away from
learning. Also field trips are usually based on things the class is learning about for the older kids so I believe going
on these types of field trips extends their minds outside of the classroom giving them a break from the classroom
but also having fun learning more about something they are currently learning about in class

Field trips and assemblies strongly effect the social fabric of the student body, provide real life experiences
outside the classroom and improve the learning environment.



Comments

I believe the half days disrupt learning. The kids start school and have one recess and lunch in the 3 1/2 hours. The
parents also have to find mid day childcare. So many times i have kept my kids home. Easier to find full day care.
We love that crow does assemblies and learning field trips. They find creative ways to engage my kids and all 3 are
thriving. Im trying to keep my kids in crow and would love the bus to be able to pick them up as we are just a little
farther from the boundary. As years go on when all 4 of my kids are going to school I will be trying to find work. If
this conflicts with schedules for school i will have to transfer my kids to veneta/elmira. Veneta class sizes are at its
max. But the kids can ride a bus that picks up at our driveway. I love crow so much. Smaller class sizes and great
community of people. I’m willing to take my kids everyday to and from school. But just not sure how long it will last.

we should have more field trips but less free days because the field trips are fun yet the free days leave us
forgetting what we learn and not getting as much education as we should be

We should do more field trips because it can be strongly entertaining and can teach us about what we are doing on
the field trip.

field trips should leave right after breakfast and only have assembly's unless there is something that is needed in
the school

I think it id good for us to have a break of school, that being said we dont learn as much but we need breaks.

more field trip

You need to have classes that teach the basics of life,wood shop,cooking,how to change oil or a tire,how to balance
a checking account,stuff like that.

It's just a great school

sometimes kids need a home day to rest I think it can be beneficial to take time off and spend it with family and
nature outings etc.

Field trips are essential for bringing learning alive to students. Assemblies also provide great opportunities to
extend learning. Early release days are essential in giving staff opportunities to plan engaging and relevant
curriculum studies, study and develop plans to address data and to develop their PLC’s.

I think that assemblies need to be more meaningful and purposeful. In addition there are way too many early
releases.

Half days are a waste of everyone's time. Short 20 minute classes don't foster learning. It would be better to
combine 2 of the half days into a full day off. Better for parents and better for students. Thankfully the half days
have recently been moved to Fridays. Mid week half days were even worse.



Comments

It’s more effective for a teacher to receive professional development by the district. Which will improve our
children’s academic.

Sometimes fieldtrips can be the very best learning opportunities. Too many interruptions hinder the continuity of
learning.

Field trips can be very educational. Students suffer because teachers must have professional days, grading days
etc. For every1/2 day or whole day given to teachers is a1/2day or whole day taken away from students classroom
learning.

Field trips enhance the instruction. Assemblies add to and teach student cooperation. Early release days give
teachers time to prepare for their classes as well as give staff time to work together to help students with extra
needs. Maybe rather than 1/2 days we should have early release 1 day a week all year.

I believe that interesting field trips are learning experiences that allow students to be involved in the learning
process; well-planned assemblies, too, can also be learning experiences. Too many early release days could have
negative effects on classroom instruction, however.

I feel like they help the kids from feeling burned out on doing the same thing over and over

While regular attendance is important for academic success, students who may struggle with health issues, be
they physical or mental, can also often benefit from taking a day off. When I went to Crow, I strived for straight A’s,
and in college, I tried to as well - and it was exhausting. In college, however, I learned to recognize when I needed to
take a day, or even just a few hours off for the benefit of my mental health. Students put a lot of pressure on
themselves, trying to impress their parents or their teachers, or simply just to get by.

The last question about fields trips, assemblies, and half days I answered based solely on half days. Half days are
extreme difficult on working parents. It’s easier to keep them home vs finding random child care. Applegate also
does not stick to the district calendar and changes days off without sufficient warning which again creates
difficulties in life. field trips and assemblies are essential for strong learning. I’d like to see more. As a rural school I
would also like to so more ag options and the kids go to outdoor school. Outdoor school is a lottery funded program
that has terrific data on increasing student engagement and better relationships between students and teachers.

Field trips make school rewarding and keep kids interested. Half days always make me wonder what’s the point of
going to school anyhow because what are you really going to learn in a 15-30 min class.

They add to the diversity of learning and opportunity. Many rural students already have limited exposure to things
outside of a rural area.



Comments

Field trips reduce stagnation. Good to get outside the book education. Not a fan of early release, but can’t afford
overtime and teachers need to get grading done.

Crow school is the most amazing living family oriented school I've ever been associated with I am proud to be a
parent of 2 crow cougars Love love love this place

I have great concerns about the science teacher. My daughter struggles year after year in her class. Her friends
have the same issue. I believe she is not doing the students of the school any service. If all students are struggling
in her class some investigation may be needed. The science teacher seems to be a concern for many parents.

Builds community and friendships when kids play and learn. Part of learning is socialization.

I feel that assemblies incourage a stronger sense of community and belonging and field trips are a good way to
encourage the kids to come to school. Field trips allow the kids to see and experience life outside of their very small
community so they are prepared to decided what they want to do after graduating.

I feel field trips enhance the learning experience. However, I feel the number of early release days is excessive and
Little is accomplished in those days. Many students “skip” early release days for this reason. It breaks the
continuity of learning. I would rather see less early release days and take a full day off.

Keep up the great work!!

I think it’s good for the kids to get breaks from school and do activities outside of the school environment (field
trips)- I believe it helps students think outside the box.

Early release days do seem to be a lot but I dont feel like it negatively impacts my kids' academic progress at this
point, but he's only in 2nd grade. I'd personally rather see an occasional no school day in place of so many half days
but I'm assuming it has something to do with state regulations on how many school days there must be. Perhaps
less half/no school days would help us not have to make up so many ice/snow day cancellations?

Too many movies played in class, especially by substitute teachers, the amount of half days are unnecessary, no
learning happens and you employ a full fleet of buses waisting tax payer money, same goes with most of the field
trips... As a tax payer and seeing what happens within school districts I’m dissatisfied with how the money is spent.
30 students per class pull in over $396,000 per year in tax revenue, I’d like to see more accountability. The
teachers union is the biggest problem when admins and teachers should have been fired decades ago, but that
problem won’t be solved anytime soon unfortunately. PERS alone is a huge problem and when a teacher retires on a
full pension then returns to part time teaching they are double dipping the system. However, specifically to CAL
#66, they’re are many great things about the district that I approve of, specifically the addition of the FFA classes.
I’m very happy to see the agricultural development, since so many of the kids are rural and want to learn about Ag
sciences.



Comments

I transferred my daughter to the Crow high school, because she had problems at her old school. Even though she is
still struggling a bit, the school keeps in communication with me, and the principal especially is very helpful and
understanding

Early release weekly for bible club does reduce the effectiveness of classroom instruction. However infrequent
field trips are important and should remain.

I think if there are other events happening that stimulate the children’s minds they are more likely to attend class
regularly in order to keep them looking forward to said events. If it is the same thing every day, they think they
already know what to expect from school and therefor no longer need to attend everyday.

This year with staff changes is by far the best year of Crow. The staff you have at Crow is great and caring.

I commented that I felt the school doesn’t communicate with parents effectively. That isn’t entirely true. I wanted
to clarify. As a new family to applegate last year, I felt that for some events that are of annual occurrence, info was
a bit vague. It was kind of assumed that most knew what was to be expected. (Field day, grandparents tea for
example). Obviously the most important info like day and time was given but some details seemed a bit vague. Not
a huge deal and over all, communication has been better this year. The utilization of social media for
announcements and reminders has been tremendously helpful.



Ninth Grade On-Track

More than 95% of C-A-L School District 9th graders should be on-track each year.

63%
Agree

25%
Strongly Agree



Comments

Comments

hi again

Nothing should be expected out of us, when it comes to being "on track." Me as a 9th grader, i can say i'm facing
more mental challenges this year, than last year, which affect's how on track i am, or how much i pay attention in
class.

It makes sense: a quarter of the way done. How else do you do it with the 40/40/20 mandate? Do I think we are
reaching or have the current funding levels to realistically achieve that for all our students? Nope. We have children
with poor mental health due to broken homes. This impacts who we have walking into school to learn. Our teachers
are incredible! I think expecting them to do and be "all the things" to our children is not realistic. We need help from
outside resources or expanded ones in our schools. We are not able to provide the breathe of accessibility issues
that we face. Side note: change disability to accessibility! We have children with varying attention spans that need
rubric (ruberic ?) to allow them more time to get through their assessment. I think State Regulations prevent very
much varying though, especially when it comes to graduation requirements.

Apple-sauce is healthy and should be provided everyday to increase the % of students that are on-track.

some classes are almost imposible to get an a or b, in one class ive never got a grade above a c, EVER. very few
people are happy with their grades in that class, even if they get all of there work in...

no

i dont freaking care

provide the best, expect the best. the best

With small class sizes, it doesn’t take much to drastically effect statistics. But keeping kids on track to graduate
must always be a priority!

I don’t have a lot of input about the high school graduation rate. I do know that the Elementary school does a great
job and making learning fun.

it is stupid how you teach the modern day child because in reality how much are we going to use math? not much
thats how much.



Comments

They should be on track so they can get good grades in high school and can get a good job once they go to
college.You to be on-track to get grades and you need good grades for a good job.

I agree with it. If you pay attention then you should be passing.

where they can get better grader

No reason why any kid should be left behind,class sizes are small enough they should get good one on one time.

kids should love to learn and not be bombarded with facts but with enthusiastic creative endeavors that have real
meaning.

The first 8 weeks of freshman year is a strong determinant if a student will pursue graduation and feel accepted,
valued, and capable in school.

Seems like a good goal.

If they are not on track early in school, it makes it harder to stay on track. The harder it is to stay on track The more
likely they will not graduate.

It should be 100% there are only 20 kids per class...

Some students are not capable or disciplined enough to stay on-track by earning the needed credits. Efforts need
to be made to bring them in line, but that is not always possible. I believe, however, that the 95% seems reasonable
unless there are extenuating circumstances.

Crow is a small school, which means that percentages may seem big when the actual numbers are small. Yes, we
should be striving for 100%, but gathering that data from 9th graders is not necessarily a valid form of data, every
student will have peaks and valleys in their academic career, so if they don’t have 25% of their credits, they still
have three years to catch up.

A

I have no first hand knowledge to support or dispute this

It sets good habits from the start. Should be emphasized in middle school as early as possible.



Comments

My child definitely was

Kids need access to more one on one and homework help regardless of an IEP.

Many of these kids parents work either within the community (for the school district) or in an industry that helps to
support the school district and community. A lot of these kids want to and will continue in their parents foot steps.
But we as a community need to make sure they get a well rounded education so they can make their own informed
decision.

These students should be on track but many derail in the 9th grade at first.

Dont fall behind

I’m

The problem may be that schools can only do so much. If parent involvement and supervision isn’t there... kids will
struggle.



Graduation

More than 90% of C-A-L School District students should graduate on-time each year.

58%
Agree

38%
Strongly Agree

More than 95% of C-A-L School District students should graduate on-time each year.

48%
Agree

40%
Strongly Agree



Comments

Comments

hello there

there should be that many but probably not.

Mulm.

no

this school sucks along with its backwards barbariens running it calling it a "school" but in fact my mind interprests
it as a freaking desolate cold prison

School staff need to develop a relationship with every student's parents to get the parents support

We should strive for 100%. That's what it was when I attended.

I don’t get to hung up on statistics. These are important goals, however, if the district gets hamstrung with a few
problem kids who don’t want to apply themselves, the rest of the class should not suffer.

i dont even care anymore

I agree for the first one because there should be more people graduating, but not two because that can mean more
people that are off task will graduate when they are not ready.

the only reason i disagree is because, maybe some kids dont get it as much

This data surprises me--I would have thought the rate was higher!

I am surprised it is not higher.

Again should be 100%

95% would be ideal, but 90% definitely should



Comments

Because Crow is so small, it allows teachers to have more one-on-one time with students, which can ultimately help
students succeed.

If these students are not on track we are failing them. We need to have alternative options to help kids graduate
(online learning from home) and intervene before it gets to the point they won’t graduate.

It's really hard to fall between the cracks when there are 10-15 students in the class.

There shouldn’t be a reason to NOT graduate from high school. 90% is a good goal; 95% is lofty and I’m unsure
considering the demographics that the number is attainable.

Haven't seen one not graduate on tine

I agree 95% should graduate on time but sometimes life gets in the way with family issues etc

If teachers are paying attention than any problem can be addressed early and monitored throughout.

With such a small graduating class, one kid not graduating can bump that percentage down to 90-95. Not much
room for error with a small school.



Achievement Gaps

The C-A-L School District should work to eliminate these gaps in academic outcomes.

64%
Agree

27%
Strongly Agree



Comments

Comments

hows'garn mate

Ms. Carrell told me to put the chromebook away.

I am not sher what I am being asked

sure

no

i dont care

As long as it does affect other students instruction time and hinder them from advancing

Top priority

Let's not forget those in the middle. high achievers are lauded, low achievers are targeted.........

I am going to need a definition of “under served” to properly answer the question.

you should teach us better not the happy stuff you do

They need to get better at math because almost every job involves language and math stuff in it.

I think they should work on it. If they arn't doing good in that then we need to focus more on that academic

I don't like state standards. each child is unique and each teacher is unique to take away freedom and require a
subject be taught a certain way is a deadening approach.

By meeting these gaps “it should not leave no child behind”

Not sure of methods: partnering with families, mentorships, working on attendance.



End of Report

Comments

Again only around 20 kids per class

Ideally, there should be staff assigned to work with these underserved students, but I would have to know more
about the dynamics of the school district and how tight the funding is. I do feel that the latest trend of offering
more 'trade" classes for those who are not on-track for college is essential and welcomed.

Standardized testing is an outdated and ineffective form of teaching and learning. Teachers should be preparing
students for the curriculum that may be in the tests, but the results should not be viewed as an accurate portrayal
of a student’s intelligence.

Teach them these things through alternative classes like mechanics/shop, wood working, home ec, debate,
agriculture classes, etc. they will learn, get them engaged.

Every school should always work to bridge gaps. I'm not sure who the underserved are that you refer to.

No child left behind. Poverty should not condemn a student from learning (public school systems). They can still
become contributing members to the community. College isn’t for everyone. A high school degree should be.

There are major gaps in other school districts compared to Crow

It is part of a teachers job to help the kids succeed. They need to meet kids where they are and how they learn.

I’m all about equal opportunity, equal outcomes are unattainable no matter how hard you try. Don’t lower
expectations of students because you want you numbers to look better. You aren’t doing anyone any favors and it’s
unethical to the rest of the students.


